Clean Trail Grant: Blue White Trail
Bridge Project
Background
In preparation for the 2022 Trail Run in June, there were several trail crew work parties that improved
the Red Trail (common route for 10K and 30K) and Red White Trail (return route for 10K). Shortly before
the weekend of the run, it was noted that the portion of the 10K return route on the Blue White Trail
had two stream crossings that would challenge the runners to negotiate a number of rocks. The runners
did this successfully in June, but that site became a target for future improvement. The following two
photos show the sites on the Blue White Trail requiring the bridges.

Clean Trail Grant
In July, Lynne Warren notified the Trails Committee of the Clean Trail Grant Program from a company
called Extreme Terrain that specializes in selling off road outfitting parts for motorized vehicles….not
your typical sponsor of non‐motorized trail usage. However, Extreme Terrain has a healthy Community
Support mentality that provides $250 monetary grants for any type of trail use.

Requirements for the grant are simple, basically to be part of a volunteer community function or non‐
profit organization, to acknowledge the grant on social media and to provide some photographs of the
trail improvement that resulted from the grant. Friends of Goodwin Forest easily qualified and received
the funding in August.

Bridge Planning
After viewing the site for the two bridges, it was determined that one would span 16 ft (in two 8 ft
sections) and the other would span 28 ft (in two 8 ft and one 12 ft section). Materials needed:






Eight 8’ long PT 6x6’s for supports
Four 12’ long PT 2x6’s to be sistered together to make two 12’ long PT 4x6’s for supports
Sixty Six 32” long white oak 2x8’s for decking and coupling span sections
Hardware cloth wire mesh to cover the decking for slip protection when wet for the bridges plus
three existing nearby tread ways and nail staples for securing it to the decking.
5 lbs of 3” decking screws

This is an impressive list of materials whose cost might have exceeded the amount of the trail grant, but
Matt Quinn generously supported our effort with the majority of the PT material from DEEP as well as
arranging for DEEP sawmill to provide us with 25 white oak 2x8 x 8’ rough sawn boards. We could easily
afford to get the remaining material using part of the grant funds. Mike McCabe’s support was also
most valuable as he cut up the white oak into the 32” lengths we needed and single handedly trucked
everything from Goodwin Center to the kiosk at the Red Trail / Cedar Swamp Rd intersection.
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Next photo shows the start of laying out of the PT support beams for the first bridge.

Meanwhile the 12’ long 2x6’s were being sistered together to make 4x6 support beams for the second
bridge site.

Once the support beams were aligned and leveled, the process of laying out the decking could begin.

Below are photos of the completed bridges along with the able trail crew that built them. This trail
improvement will service all hikers as well as the trail runners with a safer passage.

